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Hack - Pi - Duino
11th to 13th April, 2014

(Registration ends on 9th of April.)
Introduction

Hack-Pi-Duino is Gujarat’s first ever Arduino based hackathon organised by CiC3. A
perfect platform for all you hackers, developers, hobbyists and students to showcase your
talents and compete with brightest minds! So if you have a great hardware hack, idea or project
in mind, come join us.
What Is Hack - Pi - Duino?
A total of 10 teams will be selected from the pool of applicants and each team will be
provided with one Arduino Board and a hardware module of their liking and other hardware
accessories. We’ll divide whole process into two step, On first day participant will get Hands-on
workshop on Arduino and its accessories. During making session they have to build their idea
into reality in the next 36 hrs! Participants will be provided meals. So, it will be just you, your
team and Arduino for 36 hours!!
For Participants
Requirement - Only one actually. If selected, you are required to bring your own laptops and
brains! Rest will be provided by us.
Entry Fee - FREE!, No Conditions APPLY.
Team Size - Minimum 1, thats you and max. upto 4.
Registration Link: http://cic3.gtu.ac.in/event-apply
Venue - 128, ACPC Building, LDCE Campus.
Project Selection Procedure
Step 1 : Minimum requirement like Arduino and basic component will be given to each team.
Step 2 : Each team have to fill up registration form with their innovative ideas which they will
build in making session.
Step 3 : If selected, each team will have to work on their innovative idea and make it possible.
Review & Selection :
The CiC3 committee will shortlist 10 teams from the pool of applicants. The selection
criteria will be innovativeness, feasibility, social relevance of their idea.
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